Primary High-Dose Murine Norovirus 1 Infection Fails To Protect from Secondary Challenge with Homologous Virus
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Human noroviruses in the Caliciviridae family are the major cause of nonbacterial epidemic gastroenteritis worldwide. Primary human norovirus infection does not elicit lasting protective immunity, a fact that could greatly affect the efficacy of vaccination strategies. Little is known regarding the pathogenesis of human noroviruses or the immune responses that control them because there has previously been no small-animal model or cell culture system of infection. Using the only available small-animal model of norovirus infection, we found that primary high-dose murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) infection fails to afford protection against a rechallenge with a homologous virus. Thus, MNV-1 represents a valuable model with which to dissect the pathophysiological basis for the lack of lasting protection against human norovirus infection. Interestingly, the magnitude of protection afforded by a primary MNV-1 infection inversely correlates with the inoculum dose. Future studies will elucidate the mechanisms by which noroviruses avoid the induction of protective immunity and the role played by the inoculum dose in this process, ultimately translating this knowledge into successful vaccination approaches.

Human noroviruses (NVs) are estimated to be responsible for >95% of the nonbacterial epidemic gastroenteritis that occurs worldwide. The course of the disease is rapid, with symptoms including vomiting, diarrhea, and nausea arising approximately 24 h following infection and typically resolving 24 to 48 h later. NV outbreaks occur most commonly in semi-closed communities such as nursing homes, schools, hospitals, cruise ships, and military settings (11, 24, 31). Persons of all ages are susceptible to NV infection. Human NVs are thus associated with considerable morbidity and have a significant economic impact. Numerous human volunteer challenge studies have demonstrated that long-term immunity is not induced following primary NV infection of some volunteers (13, 20, 26). The pathophysiological basis for this lack of protection is unclear, since virus-specific adaptive immune responses are generated (1, 7, 9, 10). A similar lack of immunity has been observed in some individuals for a number of other viral pathogens that infect at mucosal surfaces, such as rhinoviruses (32) and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (16). Importantly, typical vaccination strategies have been unsuccessful at eliciting protective anti-RSV immunity and studies with animal models to understand the lack of immunity to either natural or vaccinating virus have been uninformative because protection is induced in animals (27). Extrapolating from RSV studies, it may be difficult to vaccinate against NVs and it will be important to understand the underlying cause in order to design more efficacious treatment regimens. Studies with a small-animal model recapitulating this atypical immune outcome would be extremely valuable.

Murine norovirus 1 (MNV-1) infection of immunocompetent mice causes measurable enteric disease. Despite the impact of human NV-induced disease, the pathogenic features of infection are not well understood due to the previous lack of cell culture and small-animal model systems (8). In 2003, we discovered the first murine NV, MNV-1 (21), and have subsequently determined that this virus replicates in macrophages and dendritic cells in vitro (35) and most likely in vivo (25, 35). Like the human NVs, MNV-1 is infectious orally (21) and is spread naturally between hosts (19). While previous studies have failed to observe disease in MNV-1-infected immunocompetent mice, these studies monitored infected mice only for overt external indicators of gastroenteritis (18, 19, 21, 30). In a more rigorous examination of putative gastroenteritis induction using internal and histopathological indicators, we observed that peroral inoculation of 129SvEv mice with 10^7 PFU MNV-1.CW3 results in increased fecal contents, mild intestinal inflammation, and mild although not statistically significant diarrhea at 3 days postinfection (dpi) (25). All of the experiments in the present study were performed with the same MNV-1.CW3 isolate used in our previous analysis of 129SvEv mice (25); we will refer to it as MNV-1 hereafter. We have now scored increased numbers of mock-infected and MNV-1-infected mice for stool consistency and report that MNV-1 infection does indeed induce statistically significant mild diarrhea, as defined by a visible increase in fecal inconsistency, in immunocompetent 129SvEv mice in a dose-dependent manner (Table 1 and Fig. 1A). While such a visual scoring system is inherently subjective and the phenotype observed in MNV-1-infected mice is mild, the dose dependence and the statistical significance of data comparing infected and mock-infected control mice obtained upon blind scoring validate this method of disease assessment in our system. Moreover, there is a direct correlation between the visual assessment of fecal samples and their wet/dry ratios (an objective measure of fecal consistency).
Specifically, fecal samples from MNV-1-infected mice displayed an increased wet/dry ratio compared to that of samples from control mice (Fig. 1B), with those samples scoring positive by visual assessment displaying the highest wet/dry ratios (Fig. 1C). These data were obtained from mice infected for 24 h; a similar, but not statistically significant, trend was observed in mice infected for 72 h (data not shown). A majority of C57BL/6 mice inoculated with either 10^4 or 10^7 PFU MNV-1 also scored positive in the visual scoring assay (Table 1 and Fig. 1A), demonstrating that MNV-1 infection induces fecal inconsistency in at least two wild-type mouse strains. Importantly, this scoring system provides a readout for disease in MNV-1-infected immunocompetent mice, facilitating an examination of whether primary infection elicits protection against a rechallenge.

**MNV-1 is infectious at low doses.** The minimal infectious dose of human NVs is thought to be quite low (29), but such studies are complicated by the absence of a cell culture system for virus quantification. To examine the minimal infectious dose of MNV-1, we infected groups of 129SvEv mice with doses of 10^1 to 10^7 PFU and determined the virus loads in their intestines, mesenteric lymph nodes (MLNs), and spleens at various times postinfection by using a standard virus plaque assay protocol (25, 35) (Fig. 2A). We noted that doses of /H11350 1,000 PFU initiated infection in a large majority, if not all, of the inoculated mice, while 10 and 100 PFU initiated infection
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in only a minority of the inoculated mice. All of the doses initiated an acute infection in at least a proportion of the inoculated mice, albeit with a dose-dependent delay in the kinetics of in vivo acute virus replication. There was a direct correlation between the doses and peak virus loads in all tissues. Using the Reed-Muench equation, we calculated the minimum infectious dose of MNV-1 to be 800 PFU for intestinal infection, 250 PFU for MLN infection, and 400 PFU for splenic infection. We also assessed the minimum MNV-1 dose required for seroconversion by using a previously published MNV-1-specific enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (25) and found it to be between 1 and 100 PFU (Fig. 2B). Overall, these data represent the first unequivocal determination of minimum infectious NV doses.

**Primary high-dose MNV-1 infection does not induce protection against a secondary challenge.** To determine whether a primary MNV-1 infection induces protection against a secondary challenge, we infected 129SvEv mice with 10^4 PFU MNV-1 and then rechallenged them with 10^7 PFU MNV-1 6 weeks later. The incidence of fecal inconsistency in mice receiving a secondary 10^7-PFU infection was similar to that in mice receiving a primary 10^7-PFU infection (Fig. 3A). We conclude that a primary high-dose MNV-1 infection does not elicit protection against disease upon rechallenge with a homologous virus. To begin dissecting the underlying cause of the lack of protection against MNV-1-induced disease, we tested whether virus loads in rechallenged mice differed from those in mice receiving a primary infection at 48 hpi, a time at which high levels of virus were observed during primary infection. There was a significant decrease in virus loads in the intestines and a complete absence of infectious virions in the spleens of previously exposed 129SvEv mice (Fig. 3B, black bars). Surprisingly, though (based on the expected effect of a memory immune response), there was no reduction in the peak level of virus detected in MLNs of previously exposed 129SvEv mice compared to mice exposed to MNV-1 only once. The virions detected in mucosal sites of rechallenged mice were not indicative of persistent virus remaining from the primary infection, since mice receiving a primary MNV-1 infection and a mock challenge 6 weeks later had no detectable virus in any tissue (Fig. 3B). Thus, memory immune responses to a high dose of MNV-1 do not induce sterilizing immunity. Similar results were observed in the C57BL/6 strain of mice, except that the virus loads in both intestines and MLNs were statistically similar between the primary and secondary challenge groups and a proportion of the rechallenged mice even had detectable virus in their spleens (Fig. 3B, gray bars), demonstrating that protective immunity is not induced in either 129SvEv or
C57BL/6 mice following a primary high-dose MNV-1 infection. These data also suggest that the C57BL/6 model is a more robust one for determining the underlying basis of immune failure against secondary infections, a point that should be considered in future mechanistic studies. While mucosal infection and disease were not prevented in rechallenged mice, the virus was cleared more rapidly from their mucosal tissues as no virus could be detected in their intestines or MLNs at 5 dpi, in contrast to those of mice receiving a primary exposure (Fig. 3C). Moreover, the amount of virus detected in mucosal tissues was reduced during a secondary challenge even as early as 12 hpi. It should be noted that there were statistically similar levels of virus in the MLNs of primary and secondary challenge groups between 2 and 3 dpi. Collectively, these data indicate that memory immune responses to MNV-1 are elicited during a primary high-dose exposure but they are not effective at preventing disease in rechallenged hosts and they are particularly ineffective in MLNs early after infection. Overall, these data are consistent with the lack of protection against disease observed in NV-infected humans.

Antigen dose influences the mucosal immune response to MNV-1. We next tested whether the primary inoculum dose influences the level of protection induced by MNV-1 infection. Lower primary inoculum doses reduced the incidence of fecal inconsistency during secondary MNV-1 infection to the levels observed in mock-infected control mice, in contrast to higher primary infection doses, which offered no protection against disease (Table 2 and Fig. 4A). Supporting this dose effect, there was a clear inverse correlation between the inoculum dose at primary exposure and the reduction in intestinal virus...
titers upon rechallenge (Fig. 4B). We also observed a more subtle dose-dependent effect on MLN virus loads. These data indicate that mucosal memory immune responses to MNV-1 are more effective when primed with lower doses of virus. These data also demonstrate that mucosal memory immune responses to MNV-1 are effective at very early times postchallenge under certain conditions (i.e., when primed with low doses of virus). Thus, the lack of protection against disease observed in mice receiving high primary infection doses (Fig. 3A and 4A) cannot be solely explained with the kinetic argument that disease occurs before there has been sufficient time for memory immune cells to proliferate and respond.

Conclusions. Overall, the data presented here strengthen the utility of MNV-1 as a model for human NVs. Specifically, we have demonstrated that (i) MNV-1 causes mild clinical disease in wild-type hosts, (ii) MNV-1 is infectious at very low doses, and (iii) primary MNV-1 infection fails to elicit protective immunity, at least under specific infection conditions. One possible explanation for the lack of protection elicited by primary MNV-1 infection is an inappropriate tolerogenic response by the mucosal immune system similar to its response to commensal gut flora. In support of this possibility, the antigen dose can influence the oral induction of tolerance to model antigens (5, 6, 12, 14, 28, 34). Why, then, did we observe peripheral protection irrespective of the primary infection dose? While commensal bacteria are recognized by the mucosal immune system and induce regulatory T cells and immunoglobulin A (IgA)-secreting B cells locally, they are prevented from disseminating past the MLNs and the peripheral immune system thus remains ignorant of them (23). In contrast, MNV-1 reaches peripheral tissues such as the spleen within 24 h during a primary infection (25) (Fig. 2A) and induces peripheral immune responses, including serum IgG (21) and IgA (Fig. 2B). Thus, a breach of the mucosal system may permit the generation of peripheral MNV-1-specific immune responses that prevent virus dissemination. Importantly, this peripheral response is insufficient to protect the host from a rechallenge. Another potential explanation to explain the lack of protective immunity is that MNV-1 infection of mucosal antigen-presenting cells directly impairs the functioning of these cells such that they are incapable of stimulating appropriate memory immune responses. In support of this possibility, the antigen dose can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Frequency positive</th>
<th>No. positive/total</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mock infection→mock infection</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mock infection→10⁷</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>12/19</td>
<td>0/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁴→10⁷</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>5/20</td>
<td>0/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁴→10⁷</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>1/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁷→10⁷</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>13/18</td>
<td>1/18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P values were determined by unpaired two-tailed t tests comparing the raw diarrheal scores of infected groups to those of mock-infected controls (Mock infection→mock infection).

**TABLE 2. Raw fecal consistency scores following secondary MNV-1 infection**

**FIG. 4. Protective MNV-1 immunity is influenced by the primary inoculum dose.** Groups of 129SvEv mice were mock infected or inoculated perorally with the indicated doses of MNV-1 at 5 to 6 weeks of age. Six weeks later, all groups were infected with 10⁷ PFU MNV-1. (A) Three days after the secondary challenge, stool samples were collected and scored as described in the legend to Fig. 1, except that these fecal samples were scored independently and blindly by three investigators. The majority score was assigned to each mouse. An additional group of mice received a mock inoculum at both the primary and secondary challenges as a negative control (Neg). Data are presented as the frequency of mice receiving a score of 1 or greater. Raw diarrheal scores are presented in Table 2. (B) Two days after the secondary challenge, animals were perfused, organs were harvested, and viral burdens were determined by plaque assay. Each group contained 5 to 15 mice, and the data for all of the mice in each group were averaged. Limits of detection are indicated by dashed lines. The n-fold difference between each secondary challenge group and the primary infection group is shown above each bar for intestines and MLNs.
influence immune responses to pathogens (2, 15, 22, 33). We are currently exploring these possible mechanisms.

In contrast to our studies analyzing protection induced by a single exposure to MNV-1, it has recently been reported that repeated exposure to high doses of MNV-1 elicits protection against a rechallenge, as measured by virus loads at 3 dpi (4). Although one possible explanation for this discrepancy between studies is that repeated exposure to NVs elicits full protection against viral replication and disease, an equally plausible explanation is that repeated exposure to NVs alters the kinetics of infection or reduces the peak levels of virus but does not affect the disease outcome. This latter explanation is consistent with our observations following a single exposure to MNV-1. Because the repeated-exposure studies only analyzed virus loads at 3 dpi (4), it will be critical in future studies to take into account protection against the full course of infection and the development of disease, as the interpretation of these studies has important implications for candidate NV vaccine regimens.

Multiple mucosal pathogens fail to elicit protective immunity (16, 20, 26), and many are difficult to vaccinate against (3, 17). A failure to induce robust and lasting mucosal immunity is the likely explanation for both. Dissecting the mechanism responsible for the lack of protection against MNV-1 may offer global insight into the pathways used by pathogens to impair and/or evade immunostimulatory immune responses in the gut. This may have important general implications for mucosal vaccine design.
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